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at au-nz.ul.com
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Trust matters more than ever

About you
• You have confidence in your products and your brand 

reputation is important to you.
• You want to inspire customers to have confidence in 

your products, manufacture products with integrity, 
demonstrate your brand’s commitment to quality.

•  You recognise that regulations and expectations are 
evolving with a focus on improving documentation and 
compliance.

• You are starting to receive more questions and requests 
for evidence that your product conforms to prescribed 
requirements.

• You understand that isolated, one-off test reports only 
provide a point-in-time evaluation of your product and 
do not demonstrate ongoing conformity.

• You have quality management processes but, without 
independent recognition for this, have to compete with 
those who do not.

• You want an efficient route to market and the support     
of  a certification partner that will empower trust in 
your products.

UL-AU Mark Scheme — a dedicated UL Mark for Australia 
and New Zealand

The UL-AU Mark is a third-party product certification from 
the global safety science leader UL that helps product 

manufacturers gain local and international recognition. It 
is a solution that UL is accredited by JAS-ANZ1 to deliver, 
bringing credibility to the market and helping you mitigate 
compliance risk.

Why choose the UL-AU Mark Scheme?
• The UL-AU Mark is specifically tailored for the Australia 

and New Zealand region, enabling the certification 
of products to local standards, test specification and 
installation and use requirements.

• The UL-AU Mark Scheme leverages UL’s global testing, 
evaluation and certification capabilities, including in-
region UL partner laboratories2 and data acceptance 
pathways for efficient market access.

• Dynamic follow-up production surveillance 
complements testing to help suppliers, specifiers and 
regulatory authorities gain confidence in your products.

• Products carrying the UL-AU Mark are covered by our 
factory inspection program aimed at determining that 
products using it continue to meet applicable Australian 
and New Zealand requirements.

• UL-AU Marks that incorporate an optional specific QR 
code identifier offer a digital solution that connects 
physical products to certification information on UL’s 
global Product iQ™ product certification directory.

• National regulators and approval authorities accept 
the UL-AU Mark as one of the most reliable forms of 
evidence of product suitability.

UL-AU Mark product 
certification 
for product 
manufacturers

1 UL International New Zealand is the formal name of the JAS-ANZ accredited UL certification body. 
2 UL partner laboratory means a laboratory with which UL has a preexisting data acceptance agreement.
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